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Opportunity
Beach studios have best view in Worthing

Friday, May 21 2010 @ 05:30 PM UTC

Contributed by: Dan

Views: 1,197

Worthing’s cultural renaissance has taken another big step with the conversion of fi ve former beach chalets into the East Beach Studios. 

At the quiet end of the seafront in Worthing, you’ll fi nd a raised esplanade which featured in the fi lm ‘Wish You Were Here’ and which provides 

the best piece of beach in the town. Beneath this structure is a long row of concrete beach chalets dating from Worthing’s 1930s heyday 

which have not changed since they were built – until now.

The chalets turned arts studios are a pilot initiative led by Worthing Arts Council Deputy Chair Stefan Sykes, who also happens to own the 

next door Coast Café (also known as Café des Artistes). The fi ve artists were not diffi cult to muster as the idea was easily accepted by the 

many artists living by the sea in Worthing. David Barber, the fi rst to take one on, paints seascapes and sculpts scrap and washed up wood 

into huge marine animals. “Its wonderful to be working here right by the sea and I’ve been surprised at how quickly people have taken to the 

place and come down to see what we’re doing.” Laughed David

Jenni Watson’s inspiration comes from a love of colour, of nature in general, and of the seashore and horizons in particular. “East Beach 

Studios is a perfect place in which to work and be inspired by the sea views and constantly changing colours of the skies and sea,” said 

Jenni. She makes colourful abstract seascapes and landscapes in oil and acrylics on canvas, collographs, monoprints and dry point etch-

ings, hand-painted tiles, cotton bags and original greetings cards.

Postcards from Violet, or chalet number 44, is run by Victoria Martin who creates fabric art in the form of lampshades and handbags. All the 

pieces are made almost entirely from reclaimed and recycled materials and are an amalgamation of collage, decoupage and scrap-art used 

to create something both useful and beautiful. Victoria stated that she “…needed to fi nd a small, inexpensive studio where I’d fi nd support 

from other artists – I can’t believe I found it right by the sea!”

International artist Trevor Scobie specialises in contemporary abstracts. The archetype of the sphere is the predominant inspiration in 

Trevor’s work. He sees it as a unifying symbol connecting man’s new discoveries within the quantum world and the exploration of space with 

the inner revelations of consciousness in our present time.

The fi nal chalet is occupied by Kris Waran and Anne Hamilton both of whom work from the studio creating 2D works, line drawings and 

shaped abstracts.

The Leader of Worthing Borough Council, Cllr Paul Yallop said “I’m delighted to see the East Beach Studios up and running.  The council’s 

Masterplan and Seafront strategy fully support art and culture in Worthing and highlighted these chalets for use as studios for local artists.  

This is a good opportunity for artists to showcase and sell their work.  I wish them all the best for the future and know they will add a creative 

buzz to the atmosphere of Worthing’s seafront. “

Stefan Sykes says “I’m delighted that the studios have been so popular. As a pilot initiative we really didn’t know how they were going to work, 

but the artists here have already seen some excellent sales and I have many more artists asking for space in these studios.”

East Beach Studios can be found at Splash Point, adjacent to Coast cafe on Worthing promenade.





Analysis

BLOCK PLAN OF HUTS IN ORIGINAL LAYOUT PRIOR TO DEMOLITION



1930

148

650
AREA IN SQUARE METERS

LENGTH IN METERS OF BUILDING FRONTAGE           

circa YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION

55
ORIGINAL NUMBER OF BEACH HUTS          

5
NUMBER OF BEACH HUTS OCCUPIED BY ARTISTS         

25.454%
DEMOLISHED HUTS, CLEARED TO ALLOW FOR 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE AQUAPARK 

ANNUAL TEMPERATURE  - 2 TO 21 DEGREES
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Enhancement  - 1

the basic unit size of each hut provides plenty of space for a compliant wheel chair accessible wc

a ramped structure will allow unassisted access to wheel chair users

beach huts adjoining the facilities could be adapted to provided wheelchair accessible units



new accessible wc’s would ideally be located near to the existing cafe to utilise existing services and drainage

the ramp access could be formed with pre-cast sections that can be bolted to the ground for instant access and to allow removal and reuse 

in the future at a new location

the wc’s could be off site manufactured, complete with fi ttings and fi nishes, and plugged in to the existing structure again allowing removal 

and reuse in the future

the facilities can be controlled by RADAR key



Enhancement  - 2





Enhancement  - 3
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